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Abstract: We describe results from coastal radar systems that observed anomalous current flows
generated by the volcanic eruption in the Tongan archipelago on 15 January 2022 UTC, reporting the
first radar detection of a volcanic tsunami. The eruption caused small tsunamis along the western
U.S. Coast, generating some damage in a few harbors. The highest tsunami signal in U.S. tide gauge
data from the California coast occurred at Arena Cove, with significant heights detected at Port San
Luis and Crescent City. We analyze correlated wave orbital velocity detections by High Frequency
(HF) radars along the coast between Gerstle Cove and Santa Barbara. Signals observed by the radars
indicate that the event had two phases, each with its own distinct genesis: an initial weak surface
disturbance, most likely generated by the wave of atmospheric pressure that moved outward from
the blast source at just below the speed of sound, followed by a stronger disturbance that arrived
approximately 3.5 h later, matching the arrival time for a wave moving entirely through the water
from the volcano to the U.S. West Coast. We conclude that this phase consists of a conventional water
wave tsunami and weaker waves generated by the pulse. We also report the detection of a small
pulse-generated event off the west coast of Florida. Radar observations are compared with water
level measurements at nearby tide gauges and a DART buoy, and with observations of barometric
pressure. We point out that a Proudman near-resonance at the Tonga Trench is unlikely to explain the
second phase observations. Comparison with tide gauge signals at San Francisco, generated by the
Krakatoa eruption in 1883, support our conclusions.
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1. Introduction

The submarine volcanic eruption that began on 20 December 2021 in the Tongan
archipelago in the southern Pacific produced an unusual set of atmospheric and oceanic
disturbances throughout the world. The eruption of the Hunga Tonga–Hunga Ha’apai
(Tonga) volcano reached a large and powerful climax on 15 January 2022 UTC, which
generated a large tsunami around local islands and moderate waves throughout the Pacific
and other oceans. The event was unusual because of the complex explosive nature of the
force field generating the tsunami, as opposed to an undersea earthquake. In addition
to the sudden displacement of a large body of water, an atmospheric pressure pulse was
generated that propagated world-wide. This pulse generated wave fields that arrived at
many coasts much earlier than expected for earthquake-generated tsunamis. Tsunamis
generated by atmospheric effects are well known and are typically called meteotsunamis [1].
This additional mechanism of wave generation complicates the interpretation of the oceanic
disturbances recorded at many stations throughout the world. In this paper, we report
the detection of unusual current flows seen off the California and West Florida coasts in
locations equipped with coastal radar systems and compare the observations with those of
nearby tide gauges. These radars are located on open coastlines and commonly obtainocean
current information extending up to ~200 km offshore in arcs extending around the site.
The measurements are therefore free of seiches (temporary disturbances in water level
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of a partially enclosed body of water) that often complicate tide gauge analyses [2]. The
radar data is also of interest because wave propagation from Tonga to California is mostly
through deep water, allowing simplified estimates of arrival times to be made. The Florida
measurements involve propagation over a very wide, shallow continental shelf with land
blocking the direct arrival of a conventional water wave generated tsunami. In the Pacific,
we identify two phases of the current flows and conclude that both generation mechanisms
were active. The results are found to be in fair agreement with data from nearby tide
gauges and also consistent with Han and Yu’s analysis of tide gauge data from South
America [3]. High-frequency radars in the eastern Tsugaru Strait, Japan, also observed the
pulse-generated signals of the Tonga volcanic tsunami event [4].

In Section 2, we begin with some general discussion of the event and then briefly
describe the radar ocean current measurement technique and its application to tsunami
detection. In Section 3, we describe the radar observations and compare them with tide
gauge and barometric observations. In Section 4, we compare observations of the 2022
Tonga tsunami with those of the 1883 Krakatoa eruption and the 2011 Japan tsunami and
address the possibility of resonance effects at the Tonga Trench. The results are summarized
in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Tsunami Generation Mechanisms

The Tonga eruption and subsequent plume generated a broad range of atmospheric
waves, some of which propagated around the world multiple times and were observed
globally by various ground-based and space-borne instrumentation networks [5–8]. These
included waves propagating at surface level and in the stratosphere and lower ionosphere.
The most prominent pressure effect was a surface-guided Lamb wave, which was observed
in barometric data propagating for four passages around the Earth over six days [5,9–11].
This data shows that the wave traveled at an average speed U of ~320 ± 5 m/s and that
the wave form initially approximated a single pulse. For example, the outgoing signal
from Tonga detected at Samoa [12] and Paso Robles, California [13] is characterized by a
sharp positive pressure pulse, soon followed by a smaller negative pulse reminiscent of
a soliton wave. When the pulse passes over large land masses, a more complex structure
often develops.

It is well known that atmospheric effects can create meteotsunamis [1] that resemble
a small earthquake-generated tsunami. Creating such a meteotsunami typically requires
a sustained atmospheric disturbance with a substantial pressure change that moves at
roughly the same speed as the underlying ocean waves, which can more easily happen
in shallow waters. Lamb-wave generated tsunamis are relatively rare but were seen in
the 1883 Krakatoa eruption [14]. This mechanism has led to them being termed volcanic
meteotsunamis (VMTs) [1,15,16]. They can arrive much earlier than traditional tsunamis, in-
dicating that the observed waves are generated as the pressure pulse approaches shorelines.
In the present case, the pressure wave observed in California had an effective wavelength
of ~500 km, with a somewhat longer positive half-cycle than negative [13]. This implies
that the shallow water approximation is appropriate for water waves that would couple
to the atmospheric wave. The corresponding phase velocity c(d) in water of depth d is
given by:

c(d) =
√

gd (1)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. For the phase velocity to match the Lamb wave
velocity, the required water depth is 10,400 m, which only occurs in very deep trenches.
Thus, for most situations the VMT will lag behind the atmospheric pulse and become
decoupled. However, the wave train will be continuously generated locally as the pulse
moves across the water. An example of the resulting waveform from the Tonga tsunami
can be seen in Figure 1, which shows detrended water level data from the DART buoy
46411 located off the coast of Northern California, where the water depth is approximately
4328 m [17]. The raw data was fitted with a spline function after tidal variations were
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removed, using a best-fit, 4th order polynomial over the 7 h of data shown in Figure 1. The
estimated time of arrival of the pulse at the buoy is 11:30, 15 January 2022 UTC, which
compares well with the start of the disturbance (see Figure 1) and well before a conventional
tsunami could have arrived. When the wave phase velocity matches the pulse velocity,
resonance occurs which amplifies the wave amplitude. The wave phase velocity at the buoy
is ~206 m/s, which is well below the pulse velocity of 320 m/s required for resonance [18].
This implies that the signal is primarily generated by hydrostatic pressure changes. The
passage of the pulse generated a damped wave train lasting at least 2 h. The peak-to-peak
(pp) pressure pulse amplitude ∆P seen at Ukiah airport, California, the nearest site to the
buoy which has 1 min time resolution, was ~2 mb [13]. The corresponding hydrostatic
barometric sea level change h is related to the pressure increment as follows:

h = ∆P/ρg (2)

where ρ is the water density [4]. It follows that h ~2 cm, which is close to the value seen by
the buoy. At ~14:00 UTC, the buoy automatically switched to high-speed data sampling.
After 15:20 UTC, a stronger signal is seen with a higher frequency of oscillation. For clarity,
we label these two segments of the data as phase-1 and phase-2.
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Figure 1. DART water level fluctuations plotted vs. hours from 15 January 2022 00:00 UTC, showing
behavior shortly after passage of the Lamb wave at ~11.5 h UTC. Phase-1 and phase-2 start times are
indicated by the red and green lines.

The second potential source of a tsunami wave is the abrupt water displacement due
to the underwater volcano explosion and subsequent caldera collapse. Since the details of
this generation mechanism are very uncertain due to the lack of instrumentation close to
the site, it is difficult to even make rough estimates of the expected wave heights. From
the reports of the waves seen in the Tonga archipelago, we can conclude that they were
substantial, with waves of 12 to 15 m height reported at some islands [16]. For comparison,
the pressure pulse amplitude recorded at Tonga, ~60 km from the volcanic source, was
~20 mb [5], which would create a hydrostatic VMT of ~0.2 m amplitude. Due to coastal
shoaling, this wave could be amplified locally by a factor of ~4 before non-linear effects
become important. These low values imply that most of the observed local wave motion
was likely caused by some mechanism other than the pressure pulse. This was expected
as soon as the extensive damage in the Tonga islands became known. The phase-2 signal
characteristics shown in Figure 1 appear to indicate that it is due to a water-borne event
in the Pacific basin, with the phase velocity obeying Equation (1). The estimated time of
arrival of such a wave is ~16:00 UTC, close to the start of phase-2 behavior.

We note that the Tonga barometric record [5] is unusual in that the major initial
pressure change is negative as opposed to positive in many other station records, e.g., as
shown in Figure A3 of Appendix B. This has been attributed to differing velocities for
positive and negative going pulses [19], but no physical model has yet been presented.
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2.2. Radar Tsunami Detection

High frequency (HF) coastal radars have been used for the last 50 years to provide
ocean observations. Their signals can propagate far beyond the horizon and are used
mainly for providing area measurements of ocean surface current velocities and wave
parameters. Crombie [20] first observed and identified the distinctive features of sea-echo
in HF radar Doppler spectra. Barrick [21] derived expressions for the HF sea-echo Doppler
spectrum in terms of the surface current velocities and the ocean wave directional spectrum.
Methods were then developed [22,23] to interpret radar sea-echo spectra to give surface
current velocity maps, directional ocean wave spectra and wind direction.

In 1979, Barrick first pointed out that HF radars could provide tsunami detection,
as their orbital velocity is included in the current velocity field [24]. Following the 2011
Japan tsunami, algorithms were developed to detect the presence of a tsunami from radar-
measured surface current velocities. The Japan tsunami signal was detected using offline
analysis by 18 HF radars [25,26]. This was followed by the observation of weaker tsunamis
and meteotsunamis [27,28].

Tsunami detection capability is enhanced when shallow water extends far offshore
and when the background current fields vary slowly. This capability added HF radar to
existing methods used to detect tsunamis, e.g., the monitoring of seismic events [29], tide
level changes, detection by buoys and coastal tide gauges and by using pressure recorders
located on the ocean floor. At present, approximately 700 HF radar stations operate from
many coastal locations, see for example https://codar.com (accessed on 28 February 2023),
providing continuous measurement of surface current velocities and waves. Since the
velocity fields extend far offshore, these radars can be used to provide local warnings of
approaching tsunamis [25,26]. Radar tsunami detection is based on the analysis of the
radial component of current velocities in the field of view. Figure 2 shows an example of
radial current velocities measured with a radar located at Bodega Bay on the U.S. West
Coast. For tsunami detection, the radar coverage area is divided into bands approximately
2 km wide and roughly parallel to the broad features of the depth contours. Radial current
velocities are resolved parallel and perpendicular to the band boundaries and are then
averaged over each band. We denote these averages, ‘band velocities’. A time series of
perpendicular band velocities is then formed, which contains the characteristic orbital
velocity oscillations produced by the tsunami. Two effects distinguish tsunami velocities
from the background: (i) after arrival within the area monitored, there is strong correlation
between velocities in neighboring bands and (ii) the oscillation period is much shorter than
the diurnal tide cycle. At a given time, a quantity (known as the q-factor) is calculated
which signals the tsunami arrival when it exceeds a pre-determined limit. We describe the
algorithm briefly below; more details are given in [28].

The q-factor detection algorithm is essentially based on looking for correlations in
band velocity changes that match the expected pattern for a tsunami approaching the radar
site. The main steps in the algorithm are as follows:

• Within each band, if the velocity increment over two consecutive time intervals (typi-
cally 2 min each) has increased/decreased by an amount greater than a preset level,
the q-factor for that band is incremented/decremented.

• If the maximum/minimum velocities for neighboring bands coincide within a preset
value for consecutive time intervals, the q-factor level is further increased/decreased
for those bands.

• Finally, if the velocity has increased/decreased over two consecutive time intervals for
three adjacent area bands, the q-factor level is further incremented/decremented for
those bands.

This process is repeated in real time for each radar averaging interval used to generate
the radial current velocity maps.

Positive/negative q-factor values indicate that the orbital velocity of the tsunami is
directed toward/away from the radar, indicating a rising or falling water level. To set
the threshold defining the presence of a tsunami, an extended data set without tsunamis

https://codar.com
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is analyzed to give residual q-factors to determine an optimal threshold value under
normal conditions.
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2.3. Radar Site Locations and Offshore Water Depths

In this subsection, we give the locations and offshore bathymetry characteristics of
eight HF radars along the California Coast at Gerstle Cove (GCVE), Bodega Bay (BML1),
Pt. Estero (ESTR), Diablo Canyon (DCSR), Port San Luis (LUIS), Point Sal (FBK1), Coal Oil
Point (COP1), Summerland Sanitary District (SSD1) and one site on the Florida West Coast
at Naples (NAPL). These are standard-range SeaSonde radars with compact crossed-loop
antennas. Transmission frequencies are approximately 12 MHz and signal-to-noise ratios
exceed 13 dB. The range resolution is about 2 km per range cell and the azimuthal resolution
of the antenna pattern was measured to 1◦. Results from these radars are compared with
measurements from nearby NOAA tide gauges and a DART buoy. Coordinates of the radar
sites are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Site coordinates of the radars.

GCVE 38◦34.031′N, 123◦19.893′W

BML1 38◦19.039′N, 123◦04.348′W

ESTR 35◦27.585′N, 120◦58.658′W

DCSR 35◦12.147′N, 120◦50.765′W

LUIS 35◦09.649′N, 120◦45.507′W

FBK1 34◦52.185′N, 120◦37.272′W

COP1 34◦24.470′N, 119◦52.700′W

SSD1 34◦25.145′N, 119◦35.798′W

NAPL 26◦09.729′N, 081◦48.632′W
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Figure 3 shows the location of the radars, the Tonga volcano and DART 46411.
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Figure 3. The location of the Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai submarine volcano in the Tongan
archipelago, radar sites that detected the tsunami located in California and Florida and DART
buoy 46411. For reference, the distance between Tonga and Los Angeles is ~8500 km.

Radar and tide gauge locations and the offshore bathymetry are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Locations of radar sites (red), tide gauges (yellow): (a) Northern California, (b) Southern
California, (c) Florida West Coast. Depth contours are every 100 m in (a) and (b), and every 4 m in (c).

The location of DART buoy 46411 is 39◦20′6′′N 127◦4′12′′W, about 200 km west of
Mendocino, Northern California [17].

2.4. The Effect of Water Depth on Tsunami Parameters

Tsunami orbital velocities are small in deep ocean basins, with values usually below
the detectability threshold for HF radars. Typical tsunami periods are in the range 0.2 to 2 h.
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In the deep ocean, the tsunami wave amplitude is typically less than 1 m and wavelengths
may be hundreds of kilometers. Tsunami orbital velocity and wave height increase when the
wave moves onto the continental shelf. Orbital velocity increases rapidly with decreasing
depth and can then exceed a detection threshold. Radar detection of a tsunami is therefore
usually favored when shallow water extends far offshore. As the depth d decreases, the
orbital velocity vo increases as defined by:

vo(d) = c(d)h(d)/d (3)

and the wave height h(d) increases according to:

h(d1) = h(d2)(d2/d1)
1/4 (4)

where d1 and d2 are depths at two different locations [30]. The offshore bathymetry has a
strong influence on coastal HF-radar tsunami detectability, which is highly site dependent.
It can be studied in simulations to yield detectability thresholds. This has been done using
numerical models for coastal tsunami propagation, based on the bathymetry offshore from
the radar location. Our experience with tsunamis and site modeling [25–28,31] has led us
to use the 200 m isobath as a convenient demarcation for likely radar detection of a tsunami
wave with a run-up height of ~0.5 m, as observed by a nearby tide gauge. In most cases,
this restricts the range of detection to ~20 km from the shore.

Figure 5 shows the depth vs. range for the nine radar sites studied in this paper.
Depths were estimated from the NOAA Interactive Catalog [32] and the GEBCO 2020
Grid [33]. The water depths are interpolated spot values along the normal to the coast with
grid resolutions of 0.5 to 5 km, depending on the bathymetry values shown on the charts.
It follows from Figure 5 and Equation (3) that COP1 will have a lower tsunami detection
capability than the other sites, as the water depth is greater close to shore, and that NAPL
will have the highest tsunami detection capability.
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Figure 5. Water depth plotted as a function of range normal to the coast for the radar sites listed in
Table 1.

3. Results
3.1. Radar Tsunami Detection on the U.S. West Coast and Florida: Band Velocities and q-Factors

We analyzed the radar data from the nine sites listed in Table 1 for three days following
the Tonga event. These sites were selected primarily based on the wave heights reported on
nearby tide gauges. Tsunami signals are clearly seen at eight of the sites, while the signal
from COP1 is marginal, as expected, because of the deep water offshore.

A strong tsunami detection for both radar and tide gauge was obtained at LUIS. The
radar band velocities and the corresponding q-factors are shown in Figure 6. The band
velocities are overlaid to emphasize the correlations. In this plot, colors are plotted as
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follows: blue: band 2, red: band 3, green: band 4, black: band 5, maroon: band 6, cyan:
band 7. Band 2 is 2–4 km offshore, other bands are incrementally 2 km further out.
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Figure 6. Tsunami detection at LUIS on 15 January 2022 UTC. (Left) band velocities; (right) derived
detection q-factors. See text for the color coding.

A small perturbation can be seen at ~13.9 h, followed by a larger signal starting at
~16.6 h. Band-velocities and q-factors for the other sites with the strongest detection are
given in Appendix A.

To get a clearer picture of the anomalous current flows detected by the LUIS radar, we
averaged the measurements over bands 2–5 that are most sensitive to an incoming wave.
This area averaging is expected to be useful in reducing the noise over the bands. The VMT
signal is expected to be correlated over distances of >100 km, larger than the radar coverage
area. The results are shown in Figure 7. The red line indicates the observed arrival time of
the pressure pulse at Port San Luis and thus indicates the expected commencement of the
phase-1 VMT. The green line indicates the expected arrival time of a conventional tsunami
propagated entirely through the water. This time is based on an average velocity of 198 m/s
for a long wavelength water wave propagating through deep water [8], corrected for the
slowing occurring in shallow water due to subsea mountains and some islands close to the
source, as quantified in Equation (1). Water-propagated waves travelling to the U.S. would
be slowed and refracted while passing through this area.
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After reaching the Tonga Trench [16], the tsunami encounters generally deep water all
the way to the California coast, where it again slows due to the shallower water. This is
expected to cause a delay of only a few minutes for the radar sites on the U.S. West Coast.

3.2. Tide Gauge Water Levels

The corresponding tide gauge data from Port San Luis is shown in Figure 8. This
data shows the growth of a small signal starting at ~12 h UTC, indicating the start of the
phase-1 event.
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Figure 8. Port San Luis water level data with tide model values subtracted, plotted vs. hours from
15 January 2022 0:00 UTC. Phase-1 and phase-2 start times are indicated by the red and green lines.

It is interesting that the onsets of the phase-2 event, marked by the sharp increase in
both the orbital velocities and the water levels in Figures 7 and 8, align quite well with
the expected arrival time of a water-borne wave. This observation is supported by the
data from the other radar sites in California, see Appendix A, and is discussed further in
Section 3.4 below.

3.3. Barometric Pressure Observations

Figure 9 shows the detrended barometric pressure at the San Luis Obispo Airport [13]
plotted vs. time, clearly showing the changes in pressure due to the arrival of the pulse at
approximately 12 h UTC. The figure also shows subsequent small oscillations and higher
amplitude oscillatory behavior occurring approximately 1.5 h after the main pulse arrival.
Similar signals have been reported at other distant locations [9]. Barometric pressure
observations from other sites close to the radars are shown in Appendix B. By tracking
the strongest oscillatory pressure signal across much of the U.S. using airport barometric
data, we have estimated that its velocity was 297 ± 30 m/s, which is close to that of the
Lamb wave. These secondary disturbances may be a barometric signature of the smaller
high-speed gravity waves reported by Wright et al. [34].

3.4. Tsunami Arrival Times

Table 2 summarizes the results for the expected and observed arrival times of the
pressure pulse and the two phases of the volcanic tsunami. The observed pulse arrival
times listed in column 4 are within 5 min of the expected values in column 3, consistent
with a pulse velocity of 317 m/s [8] along the great circle routes indicated in the Figure 10
map, which is an azimuthal projection centered on Tonga obtained from the site ns6t.net at
https://ns6t.net/azimuth/azimuth.html (accessed on 15 February 2023).

https://ns6t.net/azimuth/azimuth.html
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Airport, California, plotted vs. hours from 15 January 2022 0:00 UTC.

Table 2. Expected and observed arrival times of the pulse and the two phases of the Tonga VMT
event vs. time in hours from 15 January 2022 0:00 UTC.

Site

Distance
from Tonga

Lamb Wave Arrival
Hours UTC

Radar Phase 1 Arrival
Hours UTC

Radar Phase 2 Arrival
Hours UTC

km Expected Observed Observed Expected Observed

GCVE 8513 11.95 11.95 13.2 16.49 16.53
BML1 8512 11.95 11.95 13.9 16.49 16.35
ESTR 8455 11.90 11.9 13.9 16.41 16.42
DCSR 8446 11.89 11.9 - 16.40 16.21
LUIS 8450 11.90 11.9 13.9 16.40 16.67
FBK1 8440 11.89 11.9 12.4 16.39 16.07
COP1 8462 11.91 11.9 - 16.42 15.96
SSD1 8483 11.93 11.9 14.2 16.45 16.25
NAPL 11,341 14.51 14.4 17.4 - -
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The observed phase-1 arrival times listed in column 5 of Table 2 show significant
delays of up to 2 h, relative to the time of the pulse passage. This appears to be due
to the amplification effect of the shallow coastal waters on the VMT orbital velocities
for waves generated in deeper water that approach the radar sites, as determined by
Equation (3). As noted in Section 2.1, the hydrostatic wave height caused by the pulse in
deep water is only ~2 cm, with a correspondingly small orbital velocity. However, as a
wave approaches shallow coastal waters, its phase velocity decreases, and both the wave
height and orbital velocity increase, as described in Section 2.4. Thus, waves generated
offshore can be amplified but also delayed as they approach the radar coverage area. This
shoaling effect can lead to a growing signal after the pulse has passed. This feature is visible
in Figures 7 and 8.

The times of the abrupt increase of the signal oscillations marking the beginning of
the phase-2 behavior are listed in Table 2 column 7 and are on the average within 11 min
of the expected arrival times for a tsunami wave travelling from Tonga entirely through
the water, listed in column 6. The expected times were calculated assuming that they were
generated by the volcanic explosion on 15 January 2022 at 4:14:45 UTC [8] and traveled
entirely through the water. The exact start time is unclear due to the lack of a quantitative
generation mechanism. We used tsunami wave propagation modeling based on Equation
(1) with an approximate averaged Pacific Ocean water depth of 4000 m along great circle
paths. The estimates were corrected for the slowing in the shallow water due to subsea
mountains and islands close to the source. They were also cross-checked against Port
San Luis tide gauge readings for the 29 September 2009 Samoa earthquake-generated
tsunami [35,36] that followed a similar path across the Pacific basin. The good agreement
between Table 2 columns 6 and 7 strongly indicates that the phase-2 behavior is primarily
due to abrupt water displacement generated near the volcano and is only weakly, if at
all, due to the pulse mechanism. The suggested Lamb wave mechanism for the phase-2
behavior [19,37] provides no explanation for the agreement between the observations and
predictions in Table 2.

Additional confirmation of the phase-2 mechanism is obtained from the observations
at the NAPL site. The Tonga eruption generated many surface disturbances in other oceans,
as well as the Pacific [8]. We report the radar detection of a small surface current disturbance
off the west coast of Florida at Naples. The tide gauge on the Naples pier to the north of the
radar detected a wave height of ~0.15 m pp approximately 40 min after the radar offshore
detection and approximately 3.7 h after the pressure pulse had passed over the coast.
By modeling the offshore water depth and calculating the corresponding wave position
vs. time in the direction normal to the contours, we found that the wave and the pulse
coincided approximately 330 km offshore, near the edge of the continental shelf. It appears
that the pulse was able to generate a wave in the deeper water of the Gulf of Mexico, but
the effect was reduced as the wave velocity decreased when the pulse entered shallower
water. On the other hand, the wave already generated in deep water grew in amplitude
according to Equation (3), when it crossed the continental shelf and thereafter propagated
freely to the shore. We note that DART buoy 42409 in the Gulf of Mexico, with water depth
at 3184 m, detected a sea level change of ~2.3 cm pp at 14:20 UTC on 15 January. This wave
could grow to ~11.5 cm pp in 5 m deep water, close to the value seen at the Naples tide
gauge. As expected, the detection at Naples confirms that the pressure pulse is the cause
of the phase-1 event, as it is impossible for a conventional tsunami generated at Tonga to
reach that location for at least another 14 h. Additionally, the absence of phase-2 behavior
shows that it is not a deep water effect caused by the Lamb wave, at least in the Gulf of
Mexico. This agrees with tide gauge observations [8] at many other locations outside the
Pacific. Similar delayed effects are seen in the comparison of barometric and tide gauge
data in the Atlantic, north of New York [35], where there is a broad continental shelf. In
this case, the signals were driven by the pressure pulse returning to Tonga after passing
through the antipodes. South of New York unsettled weather obscured the tide signals.
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3.5. Tsunami Wave Height

The first-order analysis of tsunami wave motion applies in shallow water until nonlin-
ear effects leading to waves breaking become significant [30]. This typically occurs when
the water depth is only a few times the tsunami wave height. For the phase-2 observations
discussed here, tsunami modeling indicates that nonlinearity becomes significant when
the water depth is less than about 5 m. As tide gauges are usually located where water
depth exceeds 5 m, first order tsunami modeling can be applied to radar-measured orbital
velocities to predict the wave heights expected at nearby tide gauges.

One needs to be cautious in interpreting the tide gauge readings due to seiche effects [1]
and wave reflections. Along the California Coast, tide gauges are located in protected inlets
or harbors, so their readings may be dominated by local effects.

Table 3 shows very rough estimates of the phase-2 wave heights h(d) expected in 5 m
deep water for the five radars with the strongest signals, along with readings from nearby
tide gauges. The wave heights were derived from the orbital velocities and the water depths
using Equations (3) and (4). There was no tide gauge close to FBK1; a rough estimate of
wave height was made using data from the neighboring two gauges. The analysis was
restricted to the first cycle of the orbital velocities and wave oscillations to minimize the
impact of local effects. There is fair agreement except for comparisons at GCVE and LUIS
that have higher tide gauge readings; possible explanations are as follows: the GCVE tide
gauge is located approximately 40 km north of the radar, well outside the radar coverage
area; the LUIS tide gauge is located within the San Luis Obispo Bay and is not directly
exposed to the open ocean.

Table 3. Comparison of radar-predicted shallow water wave heights with tide gauge observations.

Radar Site
Avg Water

Depth
Initial Wave

Period Max. del-v Max. Wave
Height

Est Wave Height,
d = 5 m

Initial Tide Gauge
Wave Height

Tide Gauge
Site

m h cm/s, pp m, pp m m

BML1 80 0.9 13 0.37 0.74 0.6 Point Reyes
LUIS 70 1.0 12 0.32 0.62 1.7 Port San Luis
FBK1 50 0.8 15 0.34 0.61 0.7 Estimate
SSD1 45 0.8 8 0.17 0.30 0.3 Santa Barbara
GCVE 90 0.7 7.5 0.23 0.47 1.0 Arena Cove

4. Discussion

It seems clear that the phase-1 signals are created by the atmospheric pressure pulse; to
date, no other mechanism has been found to generate a precursor tsunami. However, this
does not apply to the phase-2 tsunami, which is marked by an abrupt increase in the signal
amplitude and a higher frequency of oscillation. Our analysis in Section 3.4 has shown that
the arrival times of the phase-2 velocities are consistent with a long-wavelength water wave
travelling from the volcano to the California Coast, with a shallow water velocity given
by Equation (1). Lynett et al. [19] have shown that after the pulse has passed, multiple
reflections from the shore can generate secondary wave trains lasting many hours. They
conclude that, in the Pacific basin, the entire water disturbance can be attributed to the
Lamb wave alone.

To test this hypothesis for tsunami waves travelling to California, we examined the
records from the Krakatoa eruption in 1883 [38]. Choi et al. [39] have pointed out that,
for California, the direct water wave from Krakatoa was blocked by Borneo and some
Indonesian islands. The shortest alternative water path to California is via the Southern
Ocean, south of New Zealand. A wave travelling this route would arrive ~20 h after the
signature of the Lamb wave. The tide gauge data in San Francisco Bay for 2 days after
the Krakatoa explosion is shown in [39]. Choi et al. also show a de-trended water level
curve, which is reproduced in Figure 11a. The estimated arrival time of the Lamb wave
is indicated by the red line. The estimated arrival time of the water wave is ~36 h GMT,
which is marked by the green line. There is a slight increase in signal at that time [14,39],
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but it is statistically insignificant. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the 20 h record
after ~16:00 GMT in Figure 11a is the signature of the Lamb wave. For comparison, we plot,
in Figure 11b, the San Francisco Bay tide data for the Tonga event, which shows that the
early phase-1 behavior for Tonga is similar to that for Krakatoa. It is also clear that there is
no sharp increase in the Krakatoa signal strength after the phase-1 behavior has started, in
contrast to the increased phase-2 behavior for Tonga. As the Tonga phase-2 signal starts at
the expected arrival time of a water wave and is not seen in the overlapping Krakatoa data,
it appears that it is mostly due to a water wave.
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vs. hours from 15 January 2022 0:00 UTC. Red bars: pulse arrival times; green bars: expected water
wave arrival times.

An important parameter in the comparison of Tonga with Krakatoa is the amplitude of
the pressure pulse. Unfortunately, the quantitative data for the Krakatoa pressure pulse [38]
is unavailable apart from Batavia gasometer pressure gauge readings, with an amplitude
that exceeded 14 mb, the upper limit of the range of the gauge [38]. Another estimate can
be made from the San Francisco tide data in Figure 11a. The maximum wave height of
~0.25 m pp is seen ~3 h after pulse arrival. This delay indicates that the wave originated far
offshore in deep water. Working backwards using Equation (4) to correct for the shoaling
effect on wave height), we estimate the corresponding wave height in 4000 m deep water
to be ~5 cm pp. Since this wave could only be generated by the Krakatoa pressure pulse,
this implies from Equation (2) that the hydrostatic barometric pressure signal was ~5 mb
pp. For comparison, from Figure 9, we obtain the Tonga pressure pulse of 1.8 mb pp at
the California coast, while measurements in Honolulu [13] give a slightly higher value
of ~2.2 mb pp. From these estimates, we conclude that at San Francisco, the Lamb wave
pressure pulse from Krakatoa was at least as big as that from Tonga and probably a factor
of 2 larger.

We now address the possibility that the phase-2 disturbance was created by a Proud-
man resonance effect [19,40] during the passage of the pulse from the volcano to the
California Coast. This phenomenon has been analyzed both analytically [40] and numer-
ically [19,41,42] for meteotsunamis. As mentioned in Section 2.1, since the forcing term
here is the rapidly moving Lamb wave, very deep water (~10,400 m) is required for the
resonance condition, when the Froude number FR [34], defined by:

FR =
U

c(d)
(5)

approximates unity. This occurs when the water-wave velocity c(d) matches that of the pres-
sure pulse velocity U. In the present case, the Tonga Trench is the only location where this
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condition could be met. We estimate the Froude number in the trench to be >1.05 along the
direct path from the volcano to California, i.e., slightly greater than the resonance condition.

The width of the trench when crossed by the California trajectory is about 47 km for
1.05 < FR < 1.18. From the duration of the pressure pulse seen at Samoa [12], we obtain an
effective wavelength of the pulse of 860 km, which far exceeds the trench width. Assuming
an optimistic case of FR = 1 for the full 47 km trench width, we use the results of a 2D
numerical model with direct air pressure forcing [41] to estimate a wave height increase of
<3% above the hydrostatic value of ~10 cm. It seems likely that the mismatch of the pulse
wavelength to the trench width would reduce the magnitude of this effect. This implies
that the phase-2 tsunami signal is unlikely due to Proudman resonance at the trench, a
conclusion supported by the evidence of phase-2 behavior occurring at locations west of
the volcano. For example, water-level signals seen on New Zealand DART buoys NZJ, NZK
and NZL [6], where the water is relatively shallow between the volcano and the buoys, are
similar to those seen by DART 46411, shown in Figure 1. This implies that the trench does
not play a significant role in the generation of the phase-2 behavior, in agreement with the
analysis of Han and Yu [3].

On the other hand, the modeling of Lynett et al. [19] and Harkrider and Press [18]
shows that, even off-resonance, some amplification can occur. We conclude that the phase-2
behavior is most likely dominated by a direct water wave originating at the volcano
combined with a smaller component from secondary scattering of the pulse generated
waves. A rough estimate of the amplitude of this component can be obtained from the
Krakatoa data in Figure 11, which shows a maximum wave height of ~20 cm pp. Since the
Tonga pulse amplitude is probably less than half that of Krakatoa, we would expect the
amplitude of this secondary component to be ~10 cm pp.

As a further demonstration of the two phases of the Tonga VMT, Figure 12 compares
the Port San Luis tide gauge data for the Tonga volcanic event with that for the 2011 Japan
and 2021 Alaska tsunamis, which were generated by earthquakes. For the 2011 and 2021
tsunamis, there was no visible phase-1 event, which is consistent with the absence of
pressure pulses in the earthquake-generated tsunamis.
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5. Conclusions

We have described the first radar observations of a 2-phase volcanic event. We con-
clude that the event most likely consisted of a small VMT, generated by the Tonga pressure
pulse, and a following larger tsunami that was mainly generated near the Tonga eruption
site and then travelled entirely through the water. A small component of this phase-2 event
is likely to be pulse-generated secondary waves arriving from indirect paths to California.
For the U.S. West Coast, this is at variance with the view that, in the Pacific, the phase-2
tsunami was generated by an atmospheric source, e.g., see [11,19], and in agreement with
the views expressed in [3,8]. Our seiche-free areal radar observations are demonstrated to
be reasonably consistent with the spot measurements from tide gauges and a DART buoy.
Cases where tide gauge measurements are higher than the radar estimates may reflect local
effects at the gauge sites. Radar and tide gauge measurements on the Florida West Coast
are consistent with a pulse generated event only, as expected from the presence of a land
barrier between the radar site and Tonga. We also provide a comparison of San Francisco
Bay tide gauge data from the Krakatoa eruption with that from the Tonga event, which
supports the conclusion that the phase-2 tsunami is primarily a water wave.

We plan to look for further U.S. East Coast tsunami radar detections from the Tonga
eruption. These signals are of particular interest in their own right because there would be
no water-propagated tsunami to complicate the observations. The broad continental shelf
on the U.S. East Coast extends over the entire radar coverage area for ~20 installations,
improving the detectability of the signal. Unfortunately, unsettled weather off the U.S. East
Coast complicates the analysis of data from many of these sites.

Coastal radar systems can detect tsunami wave motions over a wide offshore area
compared to the spot measurements of buoys or tide gauges. This can provide tsunami
warnings localized to the area near the radar and a complementary two-dimensional view
of the phenomenon. As more radar sites become established, improved analysis will be
possible by combining data in areas of signal overlap.
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Appendix A

In this Appendix, we show the band velocity and q-factor data for the radar sites listed
in Table 1 with the strongest tsunami detection. Colors indicate the 2 km area bands used
in the calculation, as described in the main text.
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Figure A1. Observations of the stronger phase-2 event for radar sites BML1, ESTR, LUIS, FBK1.
(a) Band velocities. (b) Corresponding derived q-factors plotted vs. hours from 15 January 2022
0:00 UTC.
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Appendix B 

Figure A2. Observations of the weaker phase-1 event at radar sites BML1, ESTR, LUIS, FBK1,
California and NAPL at Naples, Florida. (a) Band velocities. (b) Derived q-factors plotted vs. hours
from 15 January 2022 0:00 UTC. Note the different axis scales used for Naples.
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Appendix B

In this Appendix, we show the barometric pressure data from tide gauge sites close
to the radars. Data with 6 min time resolution is shown for Arena Cove, Point Reyes and
Naples, obtained from the NOAA tide gauge web site [35], and with 1 min resolution for
Port San Luis and Santa Barbara that have nearby airports [13].
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